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ABSTRACT

Objectives: This study aims to evaluate the relation of scoliosis with coronal and sagittal balance parameters and the effect of postural
balancing in young adults with idiopathic scoliosis.
Patients and methods: Between April 2017 and June 2017, a total of 24 patients (7 males, 24 females; mean age 20.3±2 years;
range 17 to 24) who were diagnosed with scoliosis and 65 age- and sex-matched healthy controls (20 males, 45 females; mean age
20.3±1.6 years; range 19 to 25) were included in the study. The Cobb angle, sagittal balance, coronal balance, and truncal shift were
measured with radiographs in the patient group. The Biodex Balance System (BBS) was used to assess the general stability index, anteriorposterior and medial-lateral stability index, and fall risk.
Results: All balance parameters were significantly worse in the patient group than in the control group (p<0.05). The static balance was
mostly associated with sagittal balance, followed by coronal balance. In the patients with left scoliosis, sagittal balance was 93% negative and
67% of the patients gave their weight to the back. Coronal balance was negative in 60% of the patients and 93.3% of the patients were weighted
to the right side. In 89% of the patients with right scoliosis, sagittal balance was negative and 89% of the patients gave their weight to the back.
Coronal balance was 44% neutral and 78% of the patients gave their weight to the right side.
Conclusion: In patients with scoliosis, the static balance is worse than healthy individuals. Static balance is mostly related to sagittal balance
and also to coronal balance. While the coronal balance tends to be in the direction of the curve, both right and left scoliosis give more weight
to the right.
Keywords: Balance, coronal, mature, sagittal, scoliosis.

Postural balance is one of the most important
factors determining the ability of a person to
make and maintain his/her movements. Adequate
postural balancing is an important proof of proper
neuromuscular control and communication between
the central nervous system and muscles.[1] Balance
is related to the integration of data related to
visual, somatosensorial, and vestibular systems.[1,2]
According to the International Scientific Society on
Scoliosis Orthopaedic and Rehabilitation Treatment
(SOSORT) definition, scoliosis is a general term
comprising a heterogeneous group of conditions
consisting in changes in the shape and position
of the spine, thorax, and trunk. From this point
of view, scoliosis is a clinical condition which
affects the entire body by disrupting the sagittal,
coronal, and axial balance of the spine.[3] Many

authors have suggested that scoliosis develops due
to central nervous system dysfunction and that
impaired balance function may be associated with
it.[4-9] According to some authors, the imbalance
of load distribution in the vertebral body is also
responsible for the progression of the disease.[10,11]
In the same age, static balance was found to be
worse in adolescent idiopathic scoliosis (AIS) in
relation to the degree of scoliosis.[2,4,12] In these
patients, body sway increased, particularly in case of
somatosensory and visual disorders.[12-15]
The balance evaluation in scoliosis trials is mostly
done with deformations in coronal planes.[3-5,16,17]
However, in the sagittal planar evaluation, spinal
sagittal alignment is closely related to postural
instability and fall.[5,16] On the other hand, since AIS
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patients are still in the growth period, the balance
dynamics may differ from adults.
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In the present study, we aimed to evaluate
the relation of scoliosis with coronal and sagittal
parameters and to evaluate the effect of postural
balancing in young adults with idiopathic scoliosis.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
This single-center, cross-sectional study was
carried out at Pamukkale University, Faculty of
Medicine, Department of Physical Therapy and
Rehabilitation between April 2017 and June 2017.
Patients with more than 10-degree scoliosis in the
18 to 25 age range were included in the study.
The scoliotic and healthy individuals were matched
in terms of age and sex. Exclusion criteria for
both groups were as follows: having vision and
balance-related disorders, using medication which
could affect the central nervous system and balance,
muscle weakness or pain which could affect the
standing posture, having musculoskeletal system
abnormalities and mental retardation. Accordingly,
a total of 24 patients (7 males, 24 females; mean age
20.3±2 years; range 17 to 24) who were diagnosed
with scoliosis and 65 age- and sex-matched healthy
controls (20 males, 45 females; mean age 20.3±1.6
years; range 19 to 25) were included in the study.
Data including age, sex, height (cm), weight (kg),
body mass index (BMI) (kg/m 2), and occupation
were recorded. Graphical measurements were made
only from the current graphs of the study group. A
written informed consent was obtained from each
participant. The study protocol was approved by the
institutional Ethics Committee (No. 2017/6, Date:
18.04.2017). The study was conducted in accordance
with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.
Radiographic measurements
Radiological evaluations were performed by an
experienced physiatrist. The Cobb angle, sagittal
balance, coronal balance, and truncal shift were
evaluated.
Cobb angle: According to the Scoliosis Research
Society (SRS) definition, the Cobb method of
quantifying curve severity measures both curvature
and the degree of tilt of the end vertebrae.[18,19] The
uppermost vertebra of the curve on the posteroanterior
radiographies were found and a line was drawn parallel
to the upper end plate of the upper end vertebrae, then
a line was drawn parallel to the lower end plate of the
lower end vertebra. The angle at the intersection of the

(c)

(d)

Figure 1. Radiographic measurements. (a) Measurement of Cobb
angle. First, the apex vertebra (the most prominent vertebrae)
was determined. According to apex vertebrae, upper and lower
end vertebras where the end points of the vertebral tilting were
obtained. Perpendicular lines were, then, drawn along the
endplates, and the angle between the lines where they intersect,
measured. (b) Measurement of sagittal balance. On the lateral
radiograph, the first C7PL was drawn. The distance between
C7PL and CSVL, the line was started the posterosuperior
corner of S1 vertebral body, was measured. (c) Measurement
of coronal balance on the posteroanterior radiograph. The first
C7PL was drawn. The distance between C7PL and CSVL, the
line starting from the center of S1 vertebral body, was measured.
(d) Measurement of truncal shift. A horizontal line was drawn
through the apex of the thoracic curve. The line was drawn
down perpendicularly at the mid-point of this line named
VTRL (a, b) (dashed). Finally, the CSVL was drawn with the
line from the S1 midpoint (bold). Trunk shift was determined
as distance between VTRL and CSVL.
C7PL: C7 plumbline; CSVL: Center sacral vertical line; VTRL: Vertical trunk
reference line.
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lines perpendicular to these lines was recorded as the
Cobb angle (degrees) (Figure 1).[18-21]

If the distance was more than 2 cm, it was defined as
trunk shift (Figure 1).[17]

Sagittal balance: In the lateral radiographs, a
vertical line (plumb line) was drawn starting from the
middle point of the C7 vertebrae and intersecting the
S1 upper end plate. The distance of this line to the S1
superoposterior point was measured. Positive sagittal
balance was present, when C7 was anterior to S1 and
was negative, when posterior to S1. If C7 was directly
over S1, the spine was considered in neutral balance.
The balance values were determined by placing the +
and - marks and the deviation distance was recorded
in mm (Figure 1).[19]

Balance evaluation was performed using the
Biodex Balance System (BBS) (Biodex Inc., Shirley,
NY, USA) with the postural stability test (PST). The
BBS allows the evaluation of neuromuscular control
to be maintained in the closed chain. It also allows
multiplanar testing by quantifying the ability to
maintain single or double-sided postural stability on
static or non-static surfaces.[22-25] The PST can be used
to assess the general stability index (GSI), anteriorposterior stability index (APSI), medial-lateral stability
index (MLSI), and fall risk (FRT). The GSI expresses
general balance ability, MLSI right-left balance
ability, and APSI front-rear balance ability. The high
values obtained from these tests indicate the balance
deterioration and increased risk of falling. Participants
were tested with the bare feet on the BBS platform,
their arms on the sides and their legs shoulder width
wide so that they could provide the balance most
comfortably in the upright posture position. The
patient's foot coordinates were recorded. Records were
accepted as permanent foot coordinates throughout
all measurements. Evaluations were made at the same
time of the day (11.00 AM-01.00 PM). Each patient
was given information about the tests and the rules
they were supposed to obey. During the test period,
the patients were evaluated in three periods. Each
period lasted 20 sec and was interrupted for 10 sec
between each period. The results of the three tests were
automatically calculated by the operating system of the

Coronal balance: In the posteroanterior standing
graphs, a vertical line (C7 plumb line) was drawn
starting from the middle point of the C7 vertebra.
The distance from this line to the sacrum midline
was measured. If the vertical line passed through
this point, it was considered neutral, positive if
passing through on the right, and negative if passing
on the left. The balance values were determined by
placing the + and - marks and the deviation distance
was recorded in mm (Figure 1).[18]
Trunk shift: Posteroanterior radiography was used
to show the apex of the thoracic curve. The left end of
the trunk and the right end of the trunk were joined
together by a mark. A vertical trunk reference line
was drawn from the center of this line. The trunk
shift was found by measuring the distance of the
vertical trunk reference line to the C7 plumb line.

Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of patient and control groups
Scoliosis group (n=24)
n

Mean±SD

Median

Control group (n=65)

Min-Max

IQR

n

Mean±SD

Median
20

IQR

p

19-25

0-1

0.70

153-187

167-11

0.76

Min-Max

Age (year)

20.3±2

20

17-24

50-3

20.3±1.6

Height (cm)

168±9.2

167

155-193

5-8

168±7.8

Weight (kg)

60.9±14.7

42-100

56-18

64.3±12.4

46-110

62-13

0.09

BMI (kg/m2)

21.1±3.7

15.4-32.3

20.4-4.11

22.6±3.5

17.1-35.5

22.3-3.6

0.03*†

Sex
Female
Male

17
7

0.884‡

45
20

Balance
parameters
APSI

0.29±0.12

0.1-0.5

0.3-0.2

0.21±0.07

0.1-0.4

0.2-0

0.001*†

MLSI

0.25±0.11

0-0.5

0.2-0.1

0.17±0.08

0-0.4

0.2-0.1

0.0001*†

GSI

0.4±0.2

0.1-0.7

0.4-0.2

0.3±0.09

0.1-0.5

0.3-0.2

0.02*†

FRT

1.5±0.36

0.9-2.4

1.4-0.4

1.16±0.17

0.7-1.5

1.2-0.2

0.0001*†

SD: Standard deviation; Min: Minimum; Max: Maximum; IQR: Interquartile range; BMI: Body mass index; APSI: Anterior-posterior stability index; MLSI: Mediallateral stability index; GSI: General stability index; FRT: Fall risk test; * Mann-Whitney U test; † p<0.05 statistically significant; ‡ Chi-square test.
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device and the average score was recorded. During the
measurement of posturography, the value of the left/
right weight bearing and the forward/backward weight
bearing were calculated based on the zone in which
the load was given the longest time as the percent
time. Neither patients nor participants were familiar
the balance device, and all participants used the BBS
device for the first time.
Statistical analysis
The power analysis was made by sample size
calculator (at www.dssresearch.com) and power of
the study was designed to be 80% (beta= 20 and
alpha= 0.05, effect size=0.69). Accordingly, the number
of patients included in both groups was at least 21.[26,27]
According to the means and standard deviation (SD),
the effect size was calculated as 0.69.
Statistical analysis was performed using the
PASW version 17.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL,
USA). Descriptive data were expressed in mean ±
SD and median (min-max) values and number and
frequency. The chi-square test was used to compare
categorical data between the groups. The MannWhitney U test was used for the comparison of
data between the groups. The Spearman correlation
analysis was performed to investigate the relationship
between dynamic posturography data and
radiographic data. The correlation coefficients were
interpreted as follows: r= 0 No linear relationship;
<0.2= A very weak linear relationship, 0.2-0.4= A
weak linear relationship, 0.4-0.6= A moderate linear
relationship; 0.6-0.8= A strong linear relationship;
and 0.8> Perfect linear relationship. A p value of
<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
There was no significant difference in the age and
sex between the patient and control groups. However,
the control group had significantly higher BMI values.
In addition, all balance parameters (GSI, APS, MLSI,
FRT) were worse in the scoliosis group than in the
control group (Table 1).
The evaluations of the patients in the scoliosis
group according to the Cobb angle are shown in
Table 2. The measurements of the Cobb angles,
sagittal balance, coronal balance, and truncal shift
values which were obtained from the radiographs of
the scoliosis group were as follows: Thoracic Cobb
angle 17.1±9.5 degree (range, 10 to 40), thoracic
lumbar Cobb angle 14.1±3.6 degree (10 to 21), lumbar
Cobb angle 18.9±8 degree (11 to 32), sagittal balance,
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5.05±3.02 cm (0.5 to 12), coronal balance 1.27±1.24 cm
(0 to 4), and truncal shift 0.71±1.16 cm (0 to 4).
Correlation of the radiological parameters (Cobb
angle, sagittal balance, coronal balance, truncal shift)
and balance data (GSI, APSI, MLSI, FRT) of the
scoliosis group are presented in Table 3. Accordingly,
the patients were most affected by sagittal balance than
coronal balance. Sagittal balance showed a statistically
significantly positive and moderate correlation with all
PST data (sagittal balance and APSI p=0.001, r=0.657;
sagittal balance and MLSI p=0.021, r=0.470; sagittal
balance and FRT p=0.002, r=0.598), except for the GSI
(p=0.056, r=0.420). Coronal balance was found to have

Table 2. Cobb angle measurement of scoliosis group
(major curves are written in first place)
Patient 1

Right thoracal
Left lumbar

25°
23°

Patient 2

Left thoracolumbar

10°

Patient 3

Right thoracal

12°

Patient 4

Right thoracal
Left lumbar

15°
11°

Patient 5

Right thoracal

12°

Patient 6

Right thoracolumbar

15°

Patient 7

Right thoracal
Left lumbar

12°
12°

Patient 8

Left thoracal

11°

Patient 9

Left thoracal
Right lumbar

30°
26°

Patient 10

Left thoracolumbar

10°

Patient 11

Left thoracal
Right lumbar

40°
20°

Patient 12

Left thoracolumbar

17°

Patient 13

Right thoracal

10°

Patient 14

Left lumbar
Right thoracal

27°
11°

Patient 15

Right thoracal
Left lumbar

10°
11°

Patient 16

Right lumbar
Left thoracal

32°
30°

Patient 17

Right thoracal
Lumbar

10°
15°

Patient 18

Right thoracolumbar

21°

Patient 19

Left thoracolumbar

15°

Patient 20

Left thoracal

16°

Patient 21

Left thoracal

14°

Patient 22

Left thoracolumbar

14°

Patient 23

Left thoracolumbar

13°

Patient 24

Left thoracal

10°
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Table 3. Correlation of radiological parameters and balance data of scoliosis group
GSI

APSI

MLSI

p

r

p

r

Thoracal Cobb degree

0.357

Thoracolumbar Cobb degree

0.878

-0.256

0.913

0.060

0.876

Lumbar Cobb degree

0.420

Sagittal balance (mm)

0.056

-0.333

0.454

0.420

0.001*

Coronal balance (mm)

0.293

-0.222

0.945

Truncal shift

0.922

-0.021

0.576

0.120

Age (year)

0.378

-0.095

-0.584

-0.059

Body mass index (kg/m2)

0.871

-0.017

0.320

0.107

0.964

FRT

p

r

p

r

-0.031

0.145

0.106

0.835

-0.395

0.474

0.200

0.082

0.306

0.385

-0.310

0.381

0.657

0.021*

-0.360

0.149

-1.560

0.470

0.002*

0.598

-0.015

0.07

-0.376

0.05*

-0.134

0.298

-0.222

0.708

0.081

0.354

-0.099

0.651

0.049

-0.05

0.619

-0.054

GSI: General stability index; APSI: Anterior-posterior stability index; MLSI: Medial-lateral stability index; FRT: Fall risk test. Statistical analysis: Spearman correlation
analysis, p<0.05 statistically significant.

a very weak and negative correlation with the fall risk
(p=0.05, r=-0.134).
According to the convex directions, the patients
with right and left scoliosis were divided into two
groups. The load on the right or left side of the
patient was compared to the coronal balance and
also the load the patient gave to the front or back was
compared to the sagittal balance (Tables 4 and 5).
Coronal balance in the patients with left scoliosis
was negative in nine patients (60%), positive in two

patients (13.3%), and neutral in four patients (26.6%).
Fourteen patients (93.3%) gave more weight to the
right side and one patient (6.7%) to the left side.
Coronal balance was more negative according to
the direction of the curve, and patients gave more
weight to the right side. Sagittal balance was negative
in 14 patients (93.3%) and positive in one patient
(6.7%). Five patients (33.3%) had anterior weight and
10 patients (66.6%) had more back weight in terms of
the forward/backward weight bearing.

Table 4. Coronal/sagittal balance, right/left, front/back ratio of weight bearing in patients with left scoliosis
Left scoliosis patients

Coronal balance

Right/left weight
bearing

Sagittal balance

Front/back weight
bearing

Patient 2

Left toracolumbar

10°

-1.0

86/14

-3.0

20/80

Patient 8

Left thoracal

11°

0

86/14

-12

29/71

Patient 9

Left thoracal
Right lumbar

30°
26°

0

91/9

-5

11/89

Patient 10

Left thoracolumbar

10°

-1

98/2

-2

30/70

Patient 11

Left thoracal
Right lumbar

40°
20°

1.5

62/38

-9

33/67

Patient 12

Left thoracolumbar

17°

1

19/81

-7

58/42

Patient 14

Left lumbar
Right thoracal

27°
11°

-3

89/11

2

45/55

Patient 15

Left lumbar
Right thoracal

11°
10°

0

75/25

-7

40/60

Patient 17

Left lumbar
Right thoracal

15°
10°

-2

54/46

-4

33/67

Patient 19

Left thoracolumbar

15°

-2

87/13

-2

60/40

Patient 20

Left thoracal

16°

-4

74/26

-3.5

54/46

Patient 21

Left thoracal

14°

-4

59/41

-10

41/59

Patient 22

Left thoracolumbar

14°

0

69/31

-1

44/56

Patient 23

Left thoracolumbar

13°

-1.5

56/44

-6.5

61/39

Patient 24

Left thoracal

10°

-1

99/1

-5

54/46
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Table 5. Coronal/sagittal balance, right/left, front/back ratio of weight bearing in patients with right scoliosis
Right scoliosis patients

Coronal balance

Right/left weight
bearing

Sagittal balance

Front/back weight
bearing

-0.5

58/42

Patient 1

Right thoracal
Left lumbar

25°
23°

0.5

79/21

Patient 3

Right thoracal

12°

1.5

70/30

-3

40/60

Patient 4

Right thoracal
Left lumbar

15°
11°

0

43/57

-6

48/52

Patient 5

Right thoracal

12°

2.5

83/17

1.5

36/64

Patient 6

Right thoracolumbar

15°

0

83/17

-6

32/68

Patient 7

Right thoracal
Left lumbar

12°
12°

-2

73/27

-7

3/97

Patient 13

Right thoracal

10°

0

28/72

-9

24/76

Patient 16

Right lumbar
Left thoracal

32°
30°

2

80/20

-4

30/70

Patient 18

Right thoracolumbar

21°

0

54/46

-5

26/74

In the patients with right scoliosis, coronal balance
was negative in 11 patients (11.1%), positive in four
patients (44.4%), and neutral in four patients (44.4%).
Seven patients (77.7%) gave right side and two patients
(22.3%) left side weight while weight bearing. The
coronal balance was again more positive/neutral, and
the patients gave more weight to the right side. Sagittal
balance was negative in eight patients (88.8%) and
positive in one patient (11.2%). One patient (11.2%)
gave anterior weight and eight patients (88.8%) had
more back weight in terms of anterior/posterior weight
bearing. Sagittal balancing and weighting were similar.

DISCUSSION
According to the results of this study, static balance
was worse in young adults with idiopathic scoliosis than
healthy controls. Static balance was most commonly
associated with sagittal balance, followed by coronal
balance. No correlation was found between the Cobb
angle and balance parameters. Coronal balance tended
to be in the direction of the curve, while right or left
weighting was more on the right side in both right and
left scoliosis. Sagittal balance tended to be negative in
both right and left scoliosis, and weight bearing was
similarly more backward in both groups.
The changes in balance and sagittal-coronal plane
in AIS have been shown in many studies. According
to the controls, when postural sway was evaluated in
children with AIS, both lateral and medial increase
and an enlarged center of pressure, increased body
sway, poor static balance were detected.[13,28,29] The
static balance becomes worse in patients with visual

impairment or proprioceptive disturbance, compared
to normal controls.[13-15] The impaired balance function
is also related to the severity of the scoliotic curvature.[8]
In a study, adolescents with more than 15° scoliosis
showed a decrease in postural control preciseness
and greater sway in the mediolateral axis.[30] In
studies investigating gait characteristics in patients
with AIS, the direction of the curve, severity, and
vertebral rotation were not correlated with walking
asymmetry and right/left asymmetry.[4,31,32] According
to the direction of the convexity, the gait parameters
(right convexity in patients with right lower extremity
walking patterns) were found in patients with
abnormal somatosensory evoked potentials, which
was emphasized in the etiology.[2] Another etiological
and progression-related factor in AIS was sagittal
and coronal balances. Different coronal deformities
produce different sagittal profiles, but coronal
curve patterns are formed by changes in the sagittal
profile.[33-35] According to sagittal evaluations in AIS
studies, posterior inclinations were reported to be
higher in both thoracic and lumbar scoliosis.[24,34]
Adult and adolescent scoliosis are some different
features fundamentally from each other. In the
adulthood, it is assumed that the curvatures above
30 degrees are progressive, and it is considered a stable
course for lower grades. However, there is still a lack of
data regarding the course of adult scoliosis. One of the
major parameters for both progression and pain in adult
scoliosis is the sagittal balance.[3] Also, it is well-known
that the patterns of motion of adults and adolescents
are different. In adults, the positions and movements
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of body segments are provided by static and dynamic
proprioceptive systems.[36,37] In healthy adolescents, the
motion sensation is more distorted compared to adults,
resulting in movement patterns, leading to excessive
movement of the end position.[36] These changes manifest
themselves in the trunk, particularly.[37]
In a study of similar evaluations in young adults
with idiopathic scoliosis, patients with a mean age of
24 were divided into four groups (Cobb angle ≤20°,
21-20°, 41-60°, ≥61°) according to the severity of the
Cobb angle. In the group with Cobb angle below
20, sagittal balance was significantly different than
the other groups and it was in positive values (mean
distance 3.2±29.96 mm). The sagittal balance was in
negative value in patients with the Cobb angle was
above 20 degrees. Coronal curvature is also associated
with sagittal balance.[38] In our study, the Cobb angles
were below 20°. However, the sagittal balance values
were negative. Sagittal balance was 93% negative in
the patients with left scoliosis and 66% of the patients
gave their weight to the back. In our patient group with
young adults with idiopathic scoliosis, both elderly and
adolescent scoliosis patients were similarly associated
with static balance as well as coronal balance, which is
most associated with sagittal balance.[33,35]
In our study, the homogeneous group of patients
could not be used in terms of scoliosis location and
direction and the low number of patients was considered
a limitation. It is also considered a limitation, due to
the fact that the level of physical activity was unable
to be assessed, although it is an important variable
affecting the balance.[39]
Scoliosis has also a potential to cause balance
disorder and, in particular, sagittal balance has a close
relationship with falls. The knowledge of how the
disorders continue to transition to adulthood is an
important clinical condition.[35]
In conclusion, sagittal balance, which is closely
related to the etiology and progression of AIS, is closely
related to balance in young adults with idiopathic
scoliosis. To regulate exercise and daily living activities,
it is important to address into scoliosis and it is
necessary to evaluate the contribution of exercises to
long-term balance, fall, and curvature progression.
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